
 

Section #1: Discover: Relationship, Remorse and Removal 

Topic: What Starting and Finishing Demands 

 What starting Demands: Starting Demands __________________, Support _________________, _________________ and 

___________________  

 What finishing demands: _____________, ______________, ____________________, ____________________  

Today we are going to focus on starving and Focus: in your opinion What keeps people from Starting? 

 Problem: People either never _______________ or if they do they never _______________. 

 The cause to this problem is due to ____________________.  

 The definition of a distraction: a distraction is anything that comes before something ___________ ___________________.   

 There are two types of distractions Internal and external  

o Internal distractions are insecurities, fears, bitterness, un-forgiveness and overbearing passions (lust) 

o External distractions are people, places, possibilities products  

 One of my favorite quotes in the world is “_________________ your distractions and ______________ your focus”. The sad thing is 

we do the opposite we feed our distractions and starve our Godly focus. 

 Godly _________________ need Godly _________________. (Godly Focus Vs Carnal Focus)  

 Distractions become enticing when the carnal man is dominant.   

 Feed your Godly focus: In order to finish you have to stay focused 

In order to be in position to start you have to focus on God, Focus on yourself and focus on your craft. With God this is a never ending cycle.  

 How do I focus on God? Focusing on God builds ___________________ and builds _______________________ over sins.  

o In order to build a godly relationship, we have to focus on his word, focus on our relationship with him and focus on our 

WHY. (Why am I doing this) Eternal Gain.  

o God desires an _____________________ relationship with you. He desires your _______________ and he wants you to have 

a _____________________ focus.  

 How do I focus on myself? Focusing on yourself motivates you to remove 

o The Good the Bad and the Ugly.  

 The good represents your ________________ (Warning: your good can be contaminated or misguided) 

 The Bad represents the ____________ and sins you _________________ about (symptoms)  

 The ugly represents the _______________ sin issues in your heart that you may or may not know about but are the 

____________ reasons why you are the way you are (core problem)  

 How do I focus on my craft? Focusing on your craft keeps you too proactive to focus on the things that causes you to be inactive. 

o Look at ____________________  

o Look at ____________________  

o Look at developing your personal _____________________  

 When you focus on these things you will be too busy to look at what other people are doing etc.  

Group Exercise: My Distractions. List below your internal and external distractions, ways you can eliminate them and what you’ve learned from 

your peers.  

Internal and External Distractions:  Ways to eliminate:  Group Talk:  

No soldier gets entangled in civilian pursuits, since his aim is to please the one who enlisted him. 2 Timothy 2:4 

No temptation has overtaken you that is not common to man. God is faithful, and he will not let you be tempted beyond your 

ability, but with the temptation he will also provide the way of escape, that you may be able to endure it. 1 Corinthians 10:13  

 



Weekend Exercise: This weekend I want you to take some time to think about you. I want you to write down in the boxes below those things 

that are the good bad and the ugly of you. I know this can be tough but it help you understand the barriers in your Life.  

Once you have done that I want you to write down below the top 3 distractions in your life and how each distraction affects your relationship 

with God, your personal development and your time on your craft. Once you have completed the exercise I want you to set realistic goals of 

how much time you plan to dedicate to what’s most important and to what’s not so important. It’s ok to be online or watch tv but they 

shouldn’t come before what’s most important. I pray this exercise helps you. FromStartToFinish.org 

Self-Reflection: Friday Saturday and Sunday.  

Good: Strengths  Bad: Flaws I know Ugly: Idols, and deep sins.  

Distraction #1  Distraction #2 Distraction #3 

   

Effects on my relationship with God:  Effects on my personal development:  Effects on my craft 

Write down your realistic goals for each section below:  Most Important.  

Time With God:  Time With You:  Time With your craft 

Write down your realistic goals for each activity below:  Not As Important but could be distractions.  

Activity #1: _________________ Activity #2: _______________ Activity #3_________________ 

Write down below the amount of time you put in for each 

Day Time With God Time with You Time with craft Time w/ Act. #1 Time w/ Act. #2 Time w/ Act. #3 

Monday        

Tuesday       

Wednesday        

Thursday        

Notes on the experience: 

Fromstarttofinish.org | Share your experience online using the #tag’s #UNPLUGGEDCHARLOTTE #FROMSTARTTOFINISH and Follow the Coach 

and UNPLUGGED online: Twitter: @MYCOACHJOSH @UNPLUGGEDCLT Facebook: /JoshuaEze @MYCOACHJOSH Periscope and Snapchat 

@MYCOACHJOSH  


